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(Yeah, I know they do.)

Cecil: I never saw one, but I hear about them. So her father

knows how to doctor a pneumonia. When you got a pneumonia, you

got ff^pain right here. (coughs two or three times to show how a

person sounds when they have pneumonia) Oh, it just pain. It

cut your breath and that. So her father takes a—wait let me get

that. ^'

(Interruption)

HOW B^OOD CLOTS WERE REMOVED FOR A CURE

7
Cecil: Now, he takes a^glass—a beer bottle. He takes a butcher

knife and hit it. He hit it, and when he hits that, it chips of.f

and it's just as sharp as a razor. It makes a kind of a funny, you

know, you get cut with glass. Why, he takes it and then he does

this, wherever that pain is. And then he takes it with his mouth,

and then he gets right in there where that pain is and he suck it

out. Sure cure it.

Jenny; When lie takes it out, it's a little black looking blood

clot. About that big. Soon as he get it out, why, they breathe

all right.

Cecil: They say it is a clot of blood that gets in the vein from

the heart and goes all over. We had that—I seen one in Anadarko.

One time he had some kind of clot in his vein—blood—and they had

to cut it and to get it out at Anadarko. But he's all right now.

Well, that's about the same thing. But they get it out with their

mouth.* Now, sometime, they use this. Now to show you, this is

what they do. They take a beer bottle and they hit it on the edge.

And where that chip off, they take that and then they—for heavy,

this is for heavy now. I do that too. I like for it, but I don'/


